
HOW TO START INVENTORYHOW TO START INVENTORY    
WITH LANDPARK SCANFREE

Solution for your IT asset tracking needs



LANDPARK SCANFREE 
A RELIABLE, PRECISE, COMPREHENSIVE AND EASY TO USE 
PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISION TOOL

IMPORTING YOUR INVENTORY RESULTS 
INTO SCANFREE CAN BE DONE 

IN ONE OF THE TWO FOLLOWING WAYS

 Landpark Network Ip: installation of an agent 
on client computers, with Network IP Install to 
deploy agents first throughout the networkdeploy agents first throughout the network

 Landpark DoInventory: this executable allows 
you to launch inventory operations on client 
computers via a connection script, without 
having to install the client/server moduleshaving to install the client/server modules



1/ Run « Network IP Install » to install agents on your PCs
2/ Start your inventories with « Network IP Console »

1ST SOLUTION - INSTALLING AGENTS ON YOUR PCS

2/ Start your inventories with  Network IP Console
3/ Installing Network IP Client using a deployment script : you can configure your GPO to run a Network IP Client deployment script 
upon computer startup. Opting for this setup scenario will ensure that the client service is installed or updated on every computer 
listed in your GPO. Example : \\MY_SERVER\IPClients\LPLoaderIP.exe ‐h 192.168.1.2 ‐d "C:\

1/ NETWORK IP INSTALL 

DEPLOY LANDPARK AGENTS ACROSS YOURDEPLOY LANDPARK AGENTS ACROSS YOUR 
NETWORK

(SCAN IP ADDRESSES, THEN EXECUTE ANY 
ACTION)

2/ NETWORK IP CONSOLE 

ONCE THE AGENTS ARE DEPLOYED YOU CAN 
SET UP AND LAUNCH YOUR INVENTORY 

OPERATIONS
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2DE SOLUTION - INVENTORY OPERATIONS USING A CONNECTION SCRIPT
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DoInventory is an executable that allows you to launch remote inventories on client workstations via a connection 
script, without having to install the client and server modules.

The inventory operation can for instance be launched upon login or scheduled to run every n days. The inventory 
engine is automatically selected according to the client operating system.engine is automatically selected according to the client operating system. 

A log file is also created on the server in order to list the inventories that have been effectively carried out and the 
errors that may have occurred.

DoInventory command line syntax:DoInventory command-line syntax: 
DoInventory [-remoteLaunch | -pPLANIF] [-lLOCAL_PATH] [-rREMOTE_PATH] [-dDTA_PATH] [-nolog]



LANDPARK SCANFREE 

 Landpark Scanfree ensures a complete 
inventory of your data processing systems.y y p g y

 User-friendly and easy to deploy, collects 
automatically all materials, 
software configurations and allow you to realize 
substantial savingssubstantial savings. 

 Our expertise has been recognized by 
thousands of companies



LANDPARK provides you with the best IT Asset Management and help desk software, helping you 
achieve optimal management of your resources.achieve optimal management of your resources.
Hundreds of major companies have recognized our expertise in the field, IT managers have 
successfully been able to exert fine-grained control over their IT resources. 
Our mission is to :
TREAT each and every customer as unique,
ESTABLISH privileged relationships with our customersESTABLISH privileged relationships with our customers,
PROVIDE them with our unique technical expertise and knowledge,
ADDRESS their requirements and validate their expectations through our benchmarks.
Our APPROACH to asset management and help desk technology has proven reliable                      
and sustainable over years.
Thanks to the added-value of our approach we are able to assist you in your projectsThanks to the added-value of our approach, we are able to assist you in your projects.

Founded in 1992, our company 
has acquired  recognized 
expertise in PC software.

Our Landpark product range 
allows significant increases in 

productivity and a better 
implementation of IT asset

THE COMPANY

The company has since 
consolidated its technological 

proficiency with a practical 
approach by constantly 

analyzing the actual needs of its 
clients.

Since 1998 the company has

implementation of IT asset 
management best practises 

thanks to the technical insight 
of   our engineers.

Today, our company has 
become a major publisher with 

a large number of innovative Since 1998, the company has 
consistently increased its 

presence in the world of IT asset 
management and has been a 
major international actor by 

successfully deploying its 
solutions in blue-chip 

corporations and

g
solutions.

Our company dedicates a 
significant amount of its 

turnover to R&D.
Capitalizing on its customers’ 
experience, its developers are corporations and 

administrations.
The company has always been 

keen on selecting the right 
technology for a successful 

development strategy.
Thousands of customers have

p , p
constantly at the forefront of 

cutting-edge technology. 41 RUE DE LA MILLETIÈRE 
BAT FARMAN « F » 
37100 - TOURS - FRANCE
Phone :  00 33 (2) 47 85 86 30 

Thousands of customers have 
already installed one of our 

products.
http://www.landparksoftware.com/en/home


